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ABSTRACT 
In this work, 3-D representations of human faces are obtained at a computer by making use of a DLP projector 
and a high resolution camera. The system calibration is carried out using a calibration pattern image. A colored 
structured light approach is adopted in this paper instead of the traditional gray-tone pattern to obtain depth 
information. A heuristic color correction approach is proposed in this work to improve the performance of the 
previous approaches. Experiments show that high resolution depth information can be extracted with this 
approach. Furthermore, a GUI is designed to enable user controlled modifications of the 3-D model.   
Keywords 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
3-D (3-dimensional) technologies have applications 
in medicine, biology, unmanned control systems, 
and object recognition. An easy way to obtain 3-D 
representations of real world objects it to use 
structured and coded light [1].  
Laser strips can be used with a rotating 
mechanism to create 3-D representation of objects 
[2]. Another way is to form a structured light using a 
projector and capture this pattern using a camera. 
The advantage of the later approach is that it does 
not require any rotating mechanism to obtain the 3-D 
model. Thus, compact and low-cost devices that are 
able to create 3-D models can be designed using this 
approach. 
In this work, a low-cost and efficient 3-D 
modeling and modification system is designed 
similar to [3] with an enhanced color correction 
approach novel to this work. Furthermore, a 
graphical user interface is designed to enable user to 
make modifications on the model obtained in the 
computer. 
 
2. 3-D MODELLING SYSTEM 
The main idea of the 3-D modeling system used in 
this work is to follow changes in the reflections of 
the projected structured light. This idea is depicted in 




The system used for 3-D model creation is 
composed of three main components: projector, 
camera and computer. A typical placement of these 
components is shown in Fig 1(b). The system is 
controlled by the computer. Our setup consists of a 
projector that has a resolution of 1024x768 pixels, 
3000 ANSI lumens of brightness, a camera which is 
capable of capturing images at 12Mpixel and 
notebook computer which controls the whole 
system.  
   
(a)                                         (b) 
 
Fig.1: (a) 3-D scanning using structured light 
approach, (b) A typical placement of components 
used in the 3-D scanning system.  
 
2.2. 3-D Model Creation Method 
Calibration plays an important role to find the 
relation between the real word and 3-D world 
created on computer [4]. The calibration process can 
also compensate for errors originated from the 
optics.  
  Since a high resolution camera is utilized to 
capture images the method used for the extraction of 
the depth information has to be computationally 
efficient to process the high amount of data. Thus, a 
special structured light pattern has to be chosen so 
that less computation will be required for separation 
of the strips. The pattern used in this work is shown 
in Fig 2(a) [3]. Fig. 2(b-c) shows a raw test image 
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Our experience has shown that when the 
amplitude values of pixels are below a certain value, 
the classification performance might be degraded. In 
order to improve the performance we propose to use 
a weighting approach before the classification stage 
as given below: 
w fI I I w  
 
(1) 
where (1), I, If, Iw, and w represent the original image, 
filtered image, enhanced image and weighting 
coefficient, respectively.  
The pixel value distribution in RGB color space 
after the weighting operation is shown in Fig. 6 (b). 
As seen from this figure, distinction between the 
classes is more obvious. The enhanced part of the 
highlighted image area in Fig. 3(b) is also shown in 
Fig. 6 (c). The KMeansLineFit method is executed 







Fig. 6: (a) RGB space distribution of the pixels 
that corresponds to peaks in Fig 3(b). (b) Same 
distribution after the weighting (c) Color values 
after the enhancement
 
Although the weighting operation reduces the 
number of color strip misclassification, there are still 
some incorrect color assignments. If there is more 
than one color in a strip then majority voting is 
carried out within the strip and a fixed color is 
assigned to all pixels belonging to that strip. Next, 
strip segments that do not have any connection with 
other segments are examined by taking the reference 
strip into consideration and gaps between the 
segments are linearly fitted. An original image part 
and the corresponding color classification obtained at 
this step are shown in Fig. 7.  
The position differences between the originally 
projected and observed lines are required to compute 
the depth. For this purpose, the reference lines that 
are obtained using camera-projection calibration [5] 
are compared to strips obtained as in Fig. 7 to extract 
the depth information. Depth information is depicted 
as 3-D form in Fig. 8. 
 
Fig. 7: Example enhanced image part and 
corresponding color classification of the proposed 
approach. 
 
Fig 8: Representation of the extracted depth data 
After the depth information is obtained the data has 
to be triangulated for further processing.  In this work 
the Delaunay triangulation method [6] is used for this 
purpose.  
2.3. 3-D Model Warping 
After the triangulation process, the data can be 
visualized in different forms. Example visualization 
with texture mapping is given in Fig 9. OpenGL 
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software interface is commonly used in 3D 
applications [7-8].  
 One of the main purposes of this work is to 
make modifications on the 3-D model by means of a 
GUI. The modification on the model corresponds to 
changing some of the triangle coordinates of the 
model in 3D space. After the selection of the 
deformation area, deformation type and effect region 
must be defined. In our application, deformation 
region shape is chosen as a disk but it could be any 
smooth geometric shape. The effect of the 
deformation should decrease by distance to the 
deformation center. This effect is carried out by 
introducing a weighting coefficient.
 
2 1 *(1 / )X X k dist R  
 
(2) 
2 1 / (1 / )X X k dist R  
 
(3) 
In (2) and (3), 1X , 2X , k , and dist  show old and 
new positions of the vertex, the weighting coefficient 
and distance to the deformation center, respectively. 
The function given in (2) is used for expansion 
whereas the function in (3) is used for diminishing of 
the area. Fig. 9 shows original models (left column) 
and deformed model (right column) using the 
function in (2) and (3). Note that for example, in Fig. 
9, nose of the female model is bigger than the 
original model.  
 
3.  CONCLUSIONS 
We present a modified method for 3-D face model 
creation in this work. The method is based on the 
structured light approach and it work well for face 
modeling. Enhanced color correction approach 
presented in this work improves modeling accuracy. 
We also designed a graphical user interface for 
model modifications. Experimental results show the 
effectiveness of the proposed method. Additional 
modification operators will be considered for further 
work. 
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Fig. 9: Original models (left column) and 
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